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Physical and biological conditions have been studied along a fixed transect 
across the polar front in the central Barents Sea in late spring or early 
summer in each year from 1979 to 1984, These data are analysed with respeet 
to the spring bloom development and zooplankton reproduction and the 
influence of climatic conditions on these processes. 
Of the six years analysed, 1979 and 1981 were particularly cold years with 
considerable melting of ice in Atlantic water south of the polar front. High 
stability due to the meltwater gave rise to spring blooms that culminated as  
much as 4-6 weeks earlier than in the warmer years when stability in the 
Atlantic water arose due to the atmospheric warming of the sea surface. 
Spawning of the dominant herbivore , calanus finmarchicus , evidently oceurred 
in early spring (late April - early May), as evidenced by dominance of 
copepodites in stages C1 to CIV in June. The degree of copepodite 
development in the different years was related to the time of sarnpiirig, water 
coiumri stability, and temperature, The timing of the copepodite development 
was less variable than,  and showed no clear-cut relationship to ,  the timing of 
the spring bloom. This could reflect slower development of Calanus in cold 
years with early spring blooms. Reproduction of krill and Metridia longa 
oceurred als0 in early spring. 
Due to the more rapid development and early culmination of blooms in Atlantic 
water infiuenced by melting of ice, we expect the conversion efficiency of 
primary to pelagic secondary production to be generally lower in cold years 
than in warm years. Such a relationship is not evident, however , in the data 
for the period 1979-1984. The produced zooplankton biomass and numbers of 
Calanus copepodites were on the contrary extremely low in 1983 and 1984 
which were warm years.  Grazing by pelagic fish and advective transport of 
plankton are factors whieh need to be taken into consideration. The timing of 
iriflow events of Atlantic water to the Barents Sea in relation to the seasonal 
vertieal migration of Calanus finmarchieus in the Norwegian Sea could be of 
partieular importanee in this respeet, 
The distribution and growth of eapelin in the Barents Sea have been shown to 
be Influeneed by elirnatie ehanges (GJOSÆTER and LOENG 1984, 4987)- The 
annua1 individual growth of capelin has shown considerable variation between 
different years and between different regions of the capelin distribution area 
(GJDSÆTER 1985). I t  is possible that this variation partly reflects a direet 
effect of temperature variation on growth rate (GJOSÆTER and LOENG 1987). 
It is  likely, however , that much of the effeet is mediated through the feeding 
eonditions of capelin, i , e ,  the plankton produetlon. 
In order to study the feeding conditians of eapelin, the linstitute of Marine 
Research has sinee 197 9 earrled out biologieal oeeanograp hie investiga"con s in 
the central and northern Barents Sea. These lnvestigations have been 
condueted mainly during the summer ceason, w i t h  speeial emphasis on the 
reeeding iee edge, A working hypothesis has been tha"cncreased light and 
stability due "i iee melt eause a phytoplankton bloorn ul the marginal iee zone 
area (LOENG 1987). This bloom, whleh follows the reeeding iee edge 
northwards during summer, provides an important food source for the 
development and produetion of zooplankton, whieh again is grazed upon by 
eapebin on its  northwards feeding migration. Data in support of this 
hypothesls have been presented by XEY and LOENG (1985) and HASSEL 
(1986). The plankton development In the marginal lee zone area has also been 
subject of mathematical modelling (SLAGSTAD 1985). From 1984 these 
biologieal oceanographie investigations have been exknded as a eooperation 
between our institute and the four Norwegian universities within the 
frarnework of the Norwegian Researeh Program for Marine Arctic Ecology (PRO 
MARE). 
A good conceptual understanding and mathematical description of the feeding 
conditions of capelin requires detailed knowledge of the relationships between 
the physical conditions and phytoplankton growth on one hand and 
phytoplankton growth and zooplankton development and production on the 
other.  This knowledge is a necessary requirement in order to provide realistic 
descriptions and assessments of the feeding conditions of capelin over its 
whole area of distribution, which is  the scale where elimatic changes exert 
their greatest effect (MIDTTUN and LOENG 1987, GJOSÆTER and LOENG 
1987). 
The Atlantic and Arctic water masses in the Barents Sea (LOENG 1987) are  
characterized by different plankton or ganisms. For instanee, the copepod 
Calanus finmarchicus inhabits the Atlantic water whereas the somewhat larger 
Calanus glaeialis is  found in Aretie water (TANDE, HASSEL and SLAGSTAD 
1985, HASSEL 1986), The polar front whieh separates these two major water 
masses, forms therefore a boundary between two different ecological regions. 
A third region is represented by mixed Atlantic and Arctic water whieh 
covers a considerable part  of the eastern Barents Sea. The climatic and 
oceanographic changes a re  greatest in this area and local formation and 
exchange of heavy bottom water have been suggested as explanations for the 
great magnitude and apparent periodicity in these ehanges (MIDTTUN and 
LOENG 1987). Cooling of Atlantic water and mixing of Arctic and Atlantic 
water masses make the Barents Sea in many ways an extreme environment 
whieh may be sub-optimal for reproduction and development of zooplankton. 
Under such conditions it is possible that elimatic ehanges are  being magnified 
when it eomes to their effeets on zooplankton produetion and thereby on the 
feeding eonditions of capelin. 
The interrelationships between spring phybplankton development and 
zooplankton reproduction and development are of central Importance for our 
understanding of the produetlon proeesses, Results from the North Sea, 
KosterlieJorden In Sweden, and BaIsfjorden Bn northern Norway have indieated 
a elose correspondenee between the timing of the spring phytoplankton bloom 
and reproduction of Galanus finmarehieus (KRAUSE and RADACH 1980, 
TANDE 1982, HOPMINS, TANBE and GRONVIK 1984, ISAMSTEDT 1985). 
Results from the Norwegian Sea on the other hand, suggest that reproduction 
and early development of C,  finmarehicus can oeeur well before the spring 
diatom bloom (HALLDAL 3353, (DSTVEDT 1955). A slmilar pattern with 
spawning prior to the spring bloom has also been found for Neoealanus spp. 
and C .  marshallae In the Bering Sea (SMITH and VIDAL 1984). 
We have examined data on plankbon development from a fixed seetion 
(Seetion I ,  Fig* 1) in the central Barents Sea eovered during the late spring 
or mid-summer period, in eaeh year from 1979 to 1984. In the present paper 
we have summarized and andysed these observa"cons with emphasis on 
meehanisms for water eolumn stabilizatlon and the tempora1 aspects of plankton 
development. In an aeeompanylng paper ( R E Y ,  SMJBLDAE and SLAGSTAD 
1987) we consider these results furlher with emphasis ora quanlitative and 
verlical aspects of produetion. 
Fig .  1. Schematic p i c t u r e  of  t h e  c u r r e n t s  i n  t h e  
Baren ts  Sea, S o l i d  l i n e  arrows: A t l a n t i c  wate r .  
Broken l i n e  arrows: A r c t i c  wate r .  Hatched arrows: 
C o a s t a l  water .  The d o t t e d  l i n e  shows t h e  p o s i t i o n  
of  t h e  p o l a r  f r o n t .  The t h i c k  s t r a i g h t  l i n e  shows 
t h e  p o s i t i o n  of  t h e  sampled t r a n s e c t ,  s e c t i o n  I 
(from REY and LOENG 1985). 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
An overview of the cruises covering section I (Fig. 1) is given in Table 1, 
R / V  ' fG ,O .  Sars?' has been used eaeh year to cover the seetion from the ice 
edge and southwards, The ice-going vessel M/S "Laneen was used in addition 
to R / V  "G , O ,  Sars9! in 9983 to extend the seetion about 80 nautieal mlles into 
Ice-eovered wa-ters. 
Table 1, Overview of cruises covering section I in the central Barents Sea 
late spring or summer in the years 1979 to 1984. 
Year Vessel Section I 
Date St. no, Latitude 
1979 R/V G,O.Sars 11-12 July 541-552 75O04l -76'521 
1980 RIV G.O.Sars 29-30 June 623-635 74'40' -76'36' 
1981 R/V G.O,Sars 27-28 June 506-528 73O00' -75O59' 
1982 R/V G.O.Sars 5-7 June 1145-1167 73O00' -76'21' 
1983 R/V G,O,Sars 4-8 June 732-748 73O00' -78O04' 
M/S Lance 128-145 
158-164 
173-174 
1984 RIV G.O,Sars b-6 June 670-702 74'30' -77O10' 
The time of coverage of the section has varied by approximately 5 weeks, 
from early June in 1982, 1983 and 1984, to late June in 1980 and 1981, and 
11-12  July in 1979 (Table 1).  
The part of the section covered has also varied due to the differences in time 
of coverage and ice conditions between the years,  The part  of the section 
between 75' and 7 6 ' ~  has been covered every year ,  whereas the 
northernmost station has varied from about 7 6 ' ~  in 1981 to 78'04;~ in 1983 
when M/S "LanceTf was used. The seetion was covered south to 73 N in 1981 
an$ 1982. In 1983 the section was continued as the VardØ-N section along 
31 12'E south of 7 4 ' ~  to the eoast of Finmark, We have in this paper included 
data from 7 3 ' ~  and northwards only. 
The data used for the present analysis of the time series have been described 
previously in the following reports or publications: 1979 and 1980 
(ELLERTSEN, LOENG, REY and TJELMELAND 1981, ELLERTSEN et  al ,  1982); 
1981 (GJØSÆTER, HASSEL, LOENG and REY 1983a, REY and L ~ E ~ G  1985,
HASSEL 1986); 1982 (GJØSÆTER et al. 1983a); 1983 (GJØSÆTER et  - al. -
1983b); 1984 (HASSEL, LOENG, REY   SKJOLDAL AL 1984a). 
The methods of sampling and analyses have been described in the above 
reports and these should be consulted for details of the procedures. Here we 
limit ourselves to a brief outline of the methods, with emphasis on any 
changes in the procedures which need consideration when considering the 
data as a time series. 
Standard hydrographic sampling was done with a Nei1 Brown Mk 111 CTD 
sonde. Water samples were collected with Niskin or Nansen bottles. Nutrients 
were determined with an autoanalyzer based on standard methods (FØYN, 
MAGNUSSEN and SEGLEM 1981). The samples in 1979 and 1980 were stored 
frozen and analysed at our i n s t i t ~ t e ~ a f t e r  the cruises. In the subsequent 
years the samples were kept cold (+1 C )  and in darkness for a maximum of 
about I 2  h prior to analysis on board, Samples for phy"cop1ankton pigments 
were filtered onto 0-45 pm membrane filters, and stored frozen before 
extraetion with 90% aeetone and fiuorometric determination of chlorophyll a - and 
phaeopigments (STRECKLAND and PARSONS I972), 
Zooplankton sarnples were kaken by vertical hauls w i t b  a 36 em dlameter Juday 
net. The mesh size of the net and the depth strata sampled have varied 
somewhat between the years (Table 2). A coarser mesh net, 375 ym, was used 
in 1981 and 1983 than in the remaining years when either 180 ym (1979, 1980, 
1982) or 250 ym nets (1984) were used. The effect of this difference in mesh 
size is considered later in connection with data interpretation. 
The sampling in 1979 was done from ca, l0 m above the bottom to the surface. 
In the subsequent years, sampling was done from the water column above 200 
m depth, The uppermost 50 m was sampled with a separate haul to the 
surfaee, The deeper part of the water eolumn was sampled either as a haul 
from 200 to 50 m or from 200 m to the surface (Table 2). 
The zooplankton biomass was determined a s  displaeement volume on 
formaldehyde-fixed samples (HASSEL 1986) and converted to wet weight 
assuming a density of 1 g per ml (see WTEBE, BOYD and COX 1975). This 
proeedure was used for all samples from 1979 to 1982 and for the 200-0 m 
samples from 1983 and 1984. For the 50-0 m samples from these two years,  
biomass was determined as dry welght (Table 2 ) ,  The wet weight biomass 
values have been converted to dry weight biomass, assuming a dry weight 
eontent of 19% of the wet weight (OMORI 1969; see als0 WIEBE - et al. 1975, 
OMORI 1978, and BAMSTED T 198 l ) ,  
Table 2, Overview of procedures for zooplankton sampling with 
36-cm Juday net and biomass determination. 
Year Mesh size (pm) Depth stratum (m) Biomass 
1 
1979 180 Bottom - O 
40 - O 
1980 180 200 -50 
50 - O 
1981 375 (180~) 299 -50 
50 - O 
1982 180 200 - o 
50 - O 
3 
375 
4 
1983 200 - O 
50 - O 
1984 250 200 - O 
50 - O 
Displacement volume 
1 I I I 
Displacement volume 
I t  11 
Displacement volume 
I t 11 
Displacement volume 
I l  I I 
Displacement volume 
Dry weight 
Displacement volume 
Dry weight 
1 From ca. 10 m above bottom. 
2 180 pm used for the northernmost stations (st. no. 525 - 528). 
3 Juday 80-cm used for the northernmost stations (st. no. 128 - 174) 
4 180 pm used for the southernmost stations (st. no. 732 - 737). 
CLIMATE A N D  OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS 
Position of the aolar front 
The variation in the ocean elimate is closely related to variations in the ice 
distribution in the Barents Sea (LOENG 1987, MIDTTUN and LOENG 1987). 
The position of the polar front in the area of section I is als0 apparently 
related to the elimatic eonditions. Fig. 2 shows a fairly strict relationship 
between the average temperature at 50-200 m in the Atlantic water mass at the 
Vardo-N seellon and the posåtion of the polar front at secllon I ,  The pssition 
Fig.  2 ,  R e l a t i o n s h i p  between temperature anomaly 
f o r  t h e  A t l a n t i c  wate r  of  t h e  VardØ-N s e c t i o n  and 
p o s i t i o n  of  t h e  p o l a r  f r o n t  i n  t h e  l a t e  s p r i n g /  
e a r l y  summer f o r  t h e  y e a r s  1979-1985. 
of the polar front has been determined a s  the area of sharpest temperature 
gradient where the subsurface tongue of cold water meets the warmer Atlantic 
water (Figs 4-9). 
The position of the polar front has varied by 40 nautical miles between the 
cold years of 1979 and 1981 and the warm year of 1983 (Fig. 2 ) .  This shift in 
position may reflect differences in the magnitude and strength of the inflow of 
Atlantic water to the Barents Sea, as  suggested by the relationship with the 
temperature in the VardØ-N section (Fig. 2). It may also refleet differences in 
the ice conditions as  the position of the polar front may be modified by ice 
melt or freezing during winter and spring. 
Ice and hydrography 
MIDTTUN and LOENG (1987) have described the ice and oceanographic 
conditions in the Barents Sea for the recent years.  The ice conditions in the 
central Barents Sea from 1979 to 1985 have been summarized in Fig. 3 ,  which 
shows the monthly mean positions for the southern ice border between 30 and 
35'~. 1979 and 1981 distinguish themselve: from the remaining years. In these 
two cold years the ice extended south of 75 N in April and May (Fig. 3 ) .  
The hydrographical results for section I for the years 1979-1984 are presented 
as isopleth diagrams in Figs 4-9, along with isopleth diagrams of the 
concentrations of nitrate and chlorophyll a .  Reflecting the southerly 
distribution of ice, the upper layer of meliwater with reduced salinity 
extended far to the south in the cold years 1979 and 1981 (Figs 4 and 6 ) .  Jn 
the remaining years meltwater was not found south of approximately 76 N 
(Figs 5 and 7-g), A vertieal temperature gradient existed in the water masses 
no"r.nflueneed by iee, refleeting warming of the surfaee layer, Shls  gradierit 
was weakest in P982 (Fig,  7) and strengest in 1980 (Flg. E?). 
J 
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Fig. 3 ,  Monthly mean pos i t ion  of t he  southern 
i c e  border between 30 and 35'~ from January 
t o  September i n  the  yearc 1979-1985.  
STABILITY AND PHYTOPLANMTON SPRING BLOOM 
Mechanisms for water column stabilization 
Spring phytoplankton blooms are the result of increased incident light during 
the spring period and they are therefore, almost by definition, light limited. 
The average light intensity a phytoplankton cell experiences depends on the 
rate of vertical mixing. Although not absolutely mandatory (EVANS and 
PARSLOW 1985), water column stabilization exerts a very strong influence on 
the development of spring blooms (SVERDRUP 1953, REY 1981, SAMBROTTO , 
NIEBAUER, GOERING and IVERSON 1986). 
Stability formation in the central and northern Barents Sea is caused by two 
major mechanisms: ice melt and warming. Melting of lee can again be 
separated into two categories depending on the source of energy: "warm" 
water or solar insolation. In cold years with heavy ice formation, ice can drift 
south of the polar front and start to melt due to the heat of the Atlantic 
water. This melting, which initially is more or less independent of atmospherie 
conditions, produces an upper layer with reduced salinity whieh is 
progressively being cooled by the melting process. Under cold atmospheric 
conditions, melting will therefore cease and new ice formation starts.  
Melting of ice in Atlantic water south of the polar front evidently took place 
in 1979 and 1981, The section was not covered south of 75ON in 1979, but in 
1981 meltwater was found south to about 73O45'N (Fig. 6 ) .  
In the absence of meltwater south of approximately 76ON in 1980 and 
1982- 1984, warmin g was here the prineipal eause of stability formation. The 
stability was Iow in 1982 (difference in o in the upper 100 m :  0.01-0.08), 
somewhat higher in 1983 (Ao a 0.05-0.10f and 1984 ( b o  0.10-0.15), and 
highest in 1980 ( b o  ca 0.5'). It should be noted, L w e v e r ,  that the 
coverage in 1980 was aiout 3 weeks later than in 1982-1984 (Table 1). 
Spring bloom development in 1979- 1984 -
During the relatively late coverage In 19'99 ( 11-12 July ) , the bloom was over 
5 - Fisken .  
Fig, 4, Temperature, salinily, nitrate (PM) 
-1 
and chlorophyll 5 (Pg91 ) along section 1, 
11-12 July 1979, 
F i g ,  5 ,  Temperature, s a l i n i t y ,  n i t r a t e  (PM) 
-P 
and chlorophyll  5 (&"P ) along sec t ion  9, 
29-30 June 1980, 
F i g ,  6 ,  Temperature s a l i n i t y ,  n i t r a t e  (PM) and 
23. 
ch lorophyl l  5 ( p g - l  a long s e c t i o n  I ,  27-28 
June 3.981, 
Chi o l mg m') 
Fig. 7, Temperature, salinity, nitrate (VM) and 
-1 
chlorophyll 5 ( ~ g - l  ) along section I, 5-7 June 
1982, 
Cht 3 rng m-3 
Fig,  8, Temperature, s a l i n i t y ,  n i t r a t e  and 
-P 
cbloropbyll  2 ( ~ g * l  along see t ton  1, 4-8 June 
1983, 
Chl. a i mg.m3i 
F i g ,  9 ,  Temperature, s a l i n i t y ,  n i t r a t e  (PM) and 
-1 
c h l o r o p h y l l  2 (pgel ) a long  s e e t i o n  1, 4-6 June 
1984. 
except for the two northernmost stations close to the ice edge. The 
post-bloom situation at the stations south of 76'30'~ is seen from the low 
nitrate and chlorophyll a levels in the surface layer and the relatively low 
chlorophyll a level in t h e  subsurface maximum located at the nitracline around 
40 m depth (1F'ig, 4 ) .  
The situation in the seeond cold year with southerly ice, 1981, was fairly 
similar to that in 39'79. North of 74*h', the spring bloom was over and a 
moderate subsurface chlorophyll maximum was developed (Fig. 6 ) -  The 
nitraeline was very pronouneed and localed Oaround 40 m .  In contrast, the 
spring bloom was still found south of 74 M h the Aaantic water not 
influeneed by iee melting (Fig, 61, The seetion was eovered during another 
cruise about 1; month earller h 1981 ( 11- 1 2  May) . At this time the spring 
bloom at about i ts p e ~ k  development was observed from about 7 4 ' ~  and north 
to the lee edge at  94 35'N, whereas the bloom was just starting to develop in 
the homogenous Atlantic water at about ~ 3 ~ 3 0 ' ~  (REY and LOENG 1985). 
In eontrast to the cold years 1999 and i984 with southerly lee (Fig. 31, bloom 
O development south of 76 N during the remaining years was influenced by 
thermal stabilization of the water column, By the end of June in 1980 (29-30 
June) ,  a bloom at about its peak development was found, as  evidenced by 
fairly high coneentrations of chlorophyll a in the nutrient depleted surfaee 
layer (Fig. 5). The nitrate gradient was less sharp under the thermally 
stratified conditions in 1980 than under the eonditions influenced by meltwater 
in 1981 (Figs 5 and 6)- The nitrate distribution in 2980 is indicative of low 
stability and deep mixing during the early part of the bloom development. 
Thus,  the nitrate isolines dip further down into the deep water in the 
Atlantic water mass with homogenous salinity than they do in the meltwater 
region (Fig, 5),  This situation can also be seen in the nitrate distributions in 
other years,  e .g.  1982 (Fig, 7 ) .  The vertieal distribution of nitrate in 1980 
showed two steps in the gradient, one around 60 to 70 m depth and the other 
around 20 to 30 m depth (Fig. 5)- The deeper step in the gradient probably 
reflected the early development of the bloom under conditions of low stability, 
whereas the shallower step probably refleeted a recently formed temperature 
gradient in the upper layer (Fig. 5)- 
The seetion was covered about 3 weeks earlier in 1982, 1983 and 1984 than in 
1980 (Table 1). In 1982 the temperature gradient was slight and stability was 
low, The spring bloom was this year in i ts early development. The nitrate 
levels were st'll fairly high (5-6 pN1) and chlorophyll a levels were moderate 
- 1 (0 .5 -2~  g 1 ) (Fig. 7 ) .  Both nitrate and chlorophyn a were fairly evenly 
distributed in the upper 100 m, and the sharpest nitrate gradient was located 
between 100 and 200 m .  This shcws that vertical mixing was fairly strong agd 
extended deep in the water column during this early bloom period. A t  73 N 
the bloom development had progressed somewhat further due to the stability 
at the outer extension of the Norwegian coastal water (Fig, 7 ) .  
The spring bloom In the At1an"sc water in 1983 had reached a similar o r  
slightly more advaneed development eompared to 1982, Nitrate levels were 
3-4 P M  in the upper 30-40 m (Fig. 8). In contrast to the deep nitrate 
gradient in 1982, the gradient was located much higher in the water column 
(around 50 m) in 1983 (Figs 7 and 8) ,  The bloorn in Atlantic water in I984 
was In a more progressed stage of development than the blooms in 1982 and 
1983, Nitrate was depleted from the upper 30 m and fairly high chlorophyll a 
levels were found In the lower part of the euphotie zone (Fig, 9 ) -  The nitrale 
gradient was found around 40.-50 m .  
In 1983 the coverage of the section extended about 80 nautical miles into the 
ice and this allowed a fairly complete description of the ice edge bloom. The 
peak of this bloom occurred 15-20 nautical miles into the drift ice from its 
edge. North of this bloom region, a prebloom situation was fo nd with nitrate 
leveis of 1-8 V M  and chlorophyll a levels around 0.5 p g l-' (Fig. 8). The 
transition from the prebloom to the-bloom situation occurred fairly rapidly, as 
seen from the strong horizontal gradient in nitrate, In the meltwater region 
south of the ise edge a late stage of the b1oom occurred, with a deep 
ehlorophyll maximum at 40- 50 m (Fig. 8).  
Similar late stages of iee edge blooms were also found Ui the meltwaler region 
north of 1 6 ' ~  in 1980, 1982 and 1984 (Figs 5 ,  7 and 9). The ice receded 
somewhat earlier in 1984 than in the other years (Fig. 3 ) ,  and the section 
eould therefore be covered further north (Table 1) .  Slightly earlier stages of 
bloom development was found at these northernmost stations In 1984, although 
the bloom had also here passed lts peak (Fig. L)). 
Generalizations and ranking of the investigated years 
From the above descriptions of bloom development in the years 1999-1984 a 
few generalizations can be made. Stability formation due to melting of ice is 
generally more pronounced than that due to surface warming. Ice edge or 
meltwater blooms will therefore in general proceed more rapidly and last for a 
shorter while than do blboms in Atlantic water. They will also Lend to start at  
an earlier date than the latter (REY and LOENG 1985), 
Of the years considered here, 1979 and 1981 were different from the rest in 
that considerable ice melting took place in Atlantic water south of the polar 
front in these cold years. In the remaining years,  ice dåd not extend much 
south of the polar front at about 7 6 ' ~  (Figs 2 and 3 ) .  Ice melting occurred 
therefore mainly due to solar and atmospheric heating in these years. 
For comparison with the reproduction and development of zooplankton, it is of 
interest to compare the different years in terms of the timing of the spring 
bloom. Since bloom development needs to be considered as a tempora1 process 
with a variable and continually changing vertical structure, it is not a simple 
and straightforward task to fix dates of given stages of bloom development. 
We have attempted to do this, however, in a rather coarse and 
semiquantitative manner, In doing so, we use the followång definitions for the 
s tar t  and p ak of a bloom. The start  of the bloom is defined as the time when 
- Y  1 pm01 æ 1 of nitrate (about 10% of the winter level) has been utilized in the 
upper mixed laye , This corresponds to a production of about 0.5-1 p g  
chlorophyll a e 1" (REY et al. 1987). The peak of the bloom is defined as 
the situation- when the upperyayer is nutrient depleted while the chlorophyll 
a level is still high and rather uniformly distributed. T p s  situation 
- 
corresponds usually to the maximum content of chlorophyll a - per m . 
In attempting to date these two bloom events (to the nearest week) for the 
different years,  we have had to extrapolate from the observations made 
during the few days coverage of the section each year (Table 1) .  In this,  we 
have been guided by repeated coverages of the section in 1980 (ELLERTSEN 
et al. 1981, 1982) and 1981 (REY and LOENG 19851, as well as in April 1986 
-(SKJOLDAL 1986, REY and SKJOLDAL unpubl. results). Our estimates of the 
timing of the bloom events, which are to be regarded as educated guesses, 
are presented in Table 3, 
During the coverage 11-12 Rqay in 1981 the bloom was nearing its peak at 
Table  3.  Estimated t imes (week number) f o r  t h e  s t a r t  and peak of t h e  s p r i n g  
phytoplankton bloom, mean Calanus copepod i t e  s t a g e  composi t ion ( s t a g e  index)  
by t h e  t ime o f  coverage ( s e e  Table  2 ) ,  and es t imated  dominant copepodi te  
s t a g e  by mid-June a t  d i f f e r e n t  l a t i t u d e s  along s e c t i o n  I i n  each of t h e  
y e a r s  1979-1984, See t h e  t e x t  f o r  f u r t h e r  d e t a i l s .  
Year L a t i t u d e  Est imated t ime of  s p r i n g  bloom 
(ON) (week no, ) 
S t a r t  Pe ak S tage  Dominant 
index s t a g e  p e r  
15 June 
74ON ( R E Y  and LOENG 1985). We expect that the peak was reached about one 
week later dweek 2 0 ) .  We have assumed a d0ay  of one week for the peak 
bloom at 75 N (week 0) and two weeks at  76 N (week 2 2 ) .  A s  judged from 
the observations at  73 N in late June (Fig. 6 )  we expect that the peak bloom 
oecurred two weeks earlier (week 24)  (Table 3) .  Due to the fairly similar 
physical conditions, we have assumed similar timing of the bloom in 1979 as 
that in 1981, 
During the coverage in late June 1980 the chlorophyll a distribution suggested 
that the bloom was jusJ beyond its peak. We estimate-that the pgak oceurred 
one week earlier at  75 N (week 25) and two weeks earlier at  76 N (week 24) 
where there was some influence of meltwater (Flg,  5 ) .  A bloom beyond its 
peak was als0 found during the coverageoin early June 1984 (Fig. g ) ,  We 
have assumed that the bloom at 75 and 76 N peaked about one week earlier 
(week 22), 
During the early June eoverages in 1982 and 4983 the bloorns ul the Atlan"cie 
water had still not reached their peaks (Figs 9 and 8). We judge the bloom in 
1983 to be more developed than &n 1982, peaking one &o two weeks after the 
coverage (week 24 at 74 and 75 N and week 25 at 76 N ) .  Due to the lower 
stability and deeper mixed layer in 1982 (Fig. 7) ,  we have assumed that the 
bloom this year needed an addgional 1-2 xeeks period to reach its  peak (week 
25 at 74 N and week 26 at 75 N ) ,  At 76 N the bloom seemed to be somewhat 
more progressed than fur ther  south due to the influence of mebtwater 
(Fig. T), and we estimate that the peak here occurred one week later (week 
2 4 ) -  
The above analysis of the timing of the peak bloom indieates a variation of 
3-4 weeks among the different years when considering only Atlantic water not 
influenced by meltwater (Table 3 ) -  Iee melting can lead "i an earlier peak 
bloom, a s  examplified by 1981, thus further extending the range of varlatlon 
among years (Table 3),  
Our eslimates of the timlng of the start  of the blooms are  generally more 
mcertain as  they have reqmired extenslve extrapolations of our data, In 
1986, when there was melting of ice in Atlantic water south to &out 7 5 " ~ ~  
the bloom in this area apparently started in early April (SKJOLDAL 1986, 
REY and SKJOLDAL unpubl. results) .  Due to the more extensive ice 
coverages in 1979 and 1981, we have assumed that the blooms h these years 
started 1-2 weeks later than in 1986 (Table 3). 
The part  of the section around 73'30'~ in 1981 was covered by Atlantic water 
not influenced by meltwater or  coastal water. The bloom in this area seemed 
to have started just prior to the coverage 11-12 May and to have reached its 
peak just prior to the coverage 27-28 June (REY and LOENG 1985; Fig, 61, 
This gives an estimated duration of 7-8 weeks from start  to peak bloom In 
Atlantic water in 1981, We have assumed this duration when estimating the 
timing of the s tar t  of the blooms in 1983 and 1984 and one week longer 
duration for the blooms in 1980 and 1982 (Table 3). 
ZOOPLANKTON REPRODUCTION A N D  DEVELOPMENT 
Calanus finmarchicus and Calanus glaeialis 
The two Calanus species, C, finmarchicus and C, glacialis, a re  uihabitanh of 
the Atlantic and Arctic water masses south and north of the polar f ront ,  
respectively (TANDE et al. 1985, HASSEL 1986). The two species a re  
separated in routine analyzis of samples aecording to differenees in size, 
Where both species co-oceur in mixed water masses, size spectra generally 
show two distinct peaks, the larger one corresponding to C .  glacialis (RUNGE 
et al. 1985, HASSEL unpubl. results) .  There is some ovGlap of the peaks, 
- 
however, which gives some uncertainty to this method of separating the 
species, especially where one of the species occurs in low abundance relative 
to the other. Using thPs method, the two species from copepodite stage l1 or  
111 and upwards were separated In samples from 1979, 1980, 1982 and 1984 
(Fig* 11) 
The abundance of copepodites of 6 ,  finmarchieus and C ,  glacialis (not shown 
separately) showed dramatie variKtlon among the years (Fig, 1 0 ) -  From a 
moderate abundance In P979, the numbers of eopepfdites Increased until 1982 
when there was 114 - 112  million Uldividuals m . Between 1982 and 1983 
the e was an dmos"c100-fold reduction in abmndance to 6-9000 copepodites 
-2" 
rn . Low abundaneo was d s o  h u n d  åa? 1984, The blomass of total zooplankton 
C  I 
C  I1 
C  I11 
C I V  
C V 
C V I  
l$LE&- 
14" 75'76' 
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Fig, 10, Abundance (no. of individualsem ) of 
copepodites of Calanus finmarchicus plus 5 
glacialis (see Fig. 11) along section I in 1979- 
1984. The samples in 1980 were from 50-0 m; in the 
other years from bottom-0 m or 200-0um. 375pm net 
o 
was used in 1981 (except at 76 N) and 1983; 180 or 
250 net was used the other years (Table 2). 
- 2 
als0 decreased, although more p a d u a l l y ,  from about 20 g dry weight m in 
1980 to about 2 g dry weight m In 1984 (REY et al, 1987). 
-- 
The relative composition of the copepodite stages of C .  finmarchicus and C .  
glacialis in the different years is shown in Fig, 11. ~ X i s  ( a s  well as Fig. 1%) 
is based on samples from the upper 200 m or the whole water column 
(Table 2) ,  except for 1980 where samples from the upper 50 m were used. 
The biomass distribution in 1980 revealed, however, that most of the 
zooplankton occurred in the upper 50 m (REY et al. 1987)- 
-- 
Before we discuss the results in Fig. 11, the effects of variable mesh size 
and the uncertainty in species separation should be considered. The coarse 
mesh size of the net used in 1981 and 1983 (375 pm, Table 2 )  may have 
resulted in incomplete sampling of the youngest copepodite stages, 
MATTHEWS, HESTAD and BAKKE (1978) considered a net with 500 pm mesh 
unsuitable for catching stages I and 11 of C ,  finmarchicus, with considerable 
undersampling also of stages I11 and 1v-6 According to WIBORG (1954), 
copepodite ctages 1-111 of C ,  finmarchieus would all be retained by 366 p m  
mesh net ( s i k  no. 2)- us ing  preserved samples eolleeted wlth 180 1-i m net , we 
tested the retention of - C ,  finmarehieus copepodites on a 375 m mesb sereen, 
1984 D C.finmarchicus 
ai C.glacialis 
B C.finmarchicus glacialis 
Fig.  Il. R e l a t i v e  (%) copepodi te  s t a g e  composi t ion 
f o r  Calanus f inmarchicus and C, g l a c i a l i s  a t  s e c t i o n  
I i n  1979-1984. The two s p e c i e s  were n o t  s e p a r a t e d  
i n  1981 and 1983 a s  were n e i t h e r  s t a g e  C 1  i n  t h e  
remaining y e a r s  and s t a g e  C 1 1  i n  1982. See legend 
t o  Fig.  1 0  f o r  d e t a i l s  concerning sampling. 
Almost half the number of stage I was found to wash through the screen 
(44%). Almost all stage I1 individuals, however , were retained on the screen 
(98%). I t  is therefore probable that stage I copepodites were undersampled in 
1981 and 1983, whereas stages I1 and older apparently were not. In 
calculating values for the average stage composition (see below) , we have 
multiplied the observed numbers of stage I obtained with the 375 pm net by a 
factor 2. 
Stage compositions of C .  -- glacialis observed in the northern Barents Sea and 
in the Canadian ~rctic-have suggested a two years life cycle (LONGHURST, 
SAMEOTO and HERMAN 1984, TANDE et al. u 1985), In ice-covered waters 
north of the polar front there was a clear predominance of stage IV 
copepodites and adult females in late May - early June 1983 (GJ0SÆTER e t  al. 
1983b), In January 1985 there was predominance of stages 111 and 1v-aKd 
adult females of C ,  glacialis in samples both from Storfjordrenna and from the 
Southeastern ~ a s E  (HASSEL,  LOENG and SKJOLDAL 1986) -  These results a re  
consistent with a two years Ilfe cycle for - C ,  glacialls. 
The apparent contribution of C, to the stoek of P- Calanus copepodites 
varied among the years as we'll as  with latitude (Fig. 11). It was in general 
higher at  76ON elose to the polar front than fur ther  south, and it was highest 
In 1984 when the total abundance was low (Fig. 10). This high relative 
contribution of C ,  glaeialis in the Atlantic water in the "warm" year 1984 is 
surprising and may  refleet diffieuitiec Uz the method used to separate the 
speeies, This need not be the case,  however, since C ,  glaeialis may have 
been contained in the eold bottom water (Fig,  9) and-migrated upwards to 
co-oeeur with the low-abundance stoek of C .  finmarehicus, 
- 
In the following analysis of copepodite development In eaeh year we have not 
separated between the speeies. This ås mainly due to the laek of separation of 
the species in 0 8 1  and 1983 and of stage CI the other years. Apart from the 
sample f rom 76 N in 1984, C ,  finmarehieus eonstltuted the majority of the 
copepodites (Flg. 11)- The co~epodite  stage composition fos C .  bnmarchicus is 
not, drastically altered by Ineludlng - C ,  for the sampTes where the two 
speeies were separated i 1 )  We therefore assume that the stage 
eomposition for both speeies combined Is largely representative for the 
develspment of - C . finmarehicus, 
The Galanus stage eomposition was generally dominated by the younger 
copepodite stages (Fig, 11). Adult males were rarely found, as were adult 
fernales except 1979 and 1982 when they oecurred with about 500 
individuals per m (Figs 10 and 11). These results show that spawning had 
oceurred fairly early in the spring,  and that the new generation of - C .  
finmarchicus bad already gone through a considerable part  of i ts  development. 
A s  an index of the Galanus stage development we have caleulated the mean 
stage for eaeh of the distributions in Fig. 11 (Table 3). The highest index 
values were observed during the relatively late coverages in the cold years 
1909 and 1281. GIV was the dominant stage 11-12 July 1979, as it aiso was at  
74 and 75 N in late June 1981 (Fig. 11)- The copepodite stage composition 
indicated a somewhat delayed development at 7 6 ' ~  F a n  further south in both 
years. Also at  the southern end of the see"con ( 7 3  N )  in 1981, at the outer 
extension of eoastal water (Fig. 6 ) ,  tge development was apparently somewhat 
retarded in 1981. The sample from 76 N in 1981 was taken with a 18Q Fm net , 
and the low proportion of stage C1 here indicares that the lack of C1 fur ther  
south was real and not a sampling artefaet , due to the coarser mesh net used 
there (Table 2 3 ,  
Cornpared to 1981 the samples from the same time (late June) in 1980 showedoa 
less advaneed development, with stage C11 as  the dominant on: at 76 N 
(Fig. 11). More advaneeg development in the meltwater front at  76 N than in 
the Atlantic water at 75 N was found in 1982 ang 1984, but not in 1980. In 
1983 the melt~vater front was located north of 76 N (Fig. 8).  The co e odite % p  
stageo composition indicated a slightly more advaneed development a t  74 N than 
at 75 N both in 1982 and 1983 (Fig, i l) ,  
The general pauern  whieh emerges from the results in Fig, 11 is  that the 
copepodite development started first  in the southern part of the meltwater 
region. In the Atlantic water south of the meltwater region, eopepodite 
development was progressively delayed with increasing latitude, as it also was 
In the meltwater region in the eold years 1979 and 1981, 
The copepodite development was least advaneed in early June 1982 when C 
was the predominant stage (Fig* 11). The total number of copepodites per m a 
was hXghest tbls year and even "Ediough the relative stage composition wac 
dominated by CI and CII, the absolute numbers of stages CIII and GIV were 
als0 generally high (Fig. 10). Compared to 1982 the eopepodite development in 
early June in the two following years were more advaneed, espeeially in 1983 
when stage CIII predominated (Fig. 11). 
The stage eompositions in Fig. 11 and the calculated stage index values 
(Table 3) are from a time spara of 5 weeks, from early June In 1982-1984 to 
11-12 July in 1979 (Table l) ,  Although there is a general eorrespondenee 
between stage distribution and time of eoverage, the results from the last 3 
years show that some variation from year to year oeeurs, We have attempted 
to normalize the results by extrapolating them to a eommon date,  mid-June, 
each year ,  This gives only an approximate deseription of the real situation 
sinee reeruitment to C1 from nauplil is ignored. However, exeept for 1982, 
the relative stage distributions indieates that the peak in reerultment to CI  
was over. Thls suggests tha-ny distortions of the data by extsiapolatlon 
would be small. 
Extrapolation requires knowledge of the rate of development of the 
copepodites. This can be strongly dependent on temperature ( R U N G E  - et - al. 
1985)- Sorne estimates of stage durations of C,  finmarebieus from field 
observations or laboratory experiments are  summarized In Table 4 ,  These 
suggest durations of about 1 week for the youngest copepodite stages,  with a 
general inerease in stage duration with increasing stage number and size of 
the eopepodites. We have assumed 1 week stage durations for GI, CII and 
CIII in our extrapolations. 
Table 4. Durations of copepodite development for stages CI, C 1 1  and C111 of 
Calanus finmarchicus estimated from the development of field populations or, 
in the case of RUNGE et al. (1985), from laboratory rearing or molting rate 
determination. 
Area 
Norwegian Sea < l w k  l w k  2wk QSTVEDT 1955 
North Sea 5 d 5 d 10d  KRAUSE and RADACH 1980 
Korsfjorden, W.Norway - - 6 d MATTHEWS et al, 1978 
NW Atlantic - 3-5d RUNGE et al. 1985 
(off Nova Scotia) 
The estimated dominant stage by mid-June varied from stage GI in 1979 to 
stage CIV in 1983 (Table 3)- This represents a variation of about 3--4 weeks 
in the time of maximum copepodite reeruitment. 
Calanus hyperboreus 
The largest of the Calanus s eeies, C .  hyperboreus, oceurred in fairly low 
numbers (1000 copepodites m-f or less; Table 5) .  The abundance was usually 
higher a t  76ON than further south. Adults were never found, and the 
dominant stages were usually C111 and CIV (Sable 5)- C, hyperboreus was 
not separated from - C .  finmarchieus and - C .  glacialis - in stage-CI; 
C ,  hyperboreus has an annual life cyele and reproduees in late winter or 
G r l y  spring (@ST"dEDT 1955, MATTHEWS et - - al, 1978, RUDYAMOV 19831, 
There Is some uneertainty as "c whether it reaehes maturaty after 1 or  2 
-2 
T a b l e  5. Calanus . Abundance ( ind iv idua l s 'm ) of  copepodi tes  i n  
samples from s e c t i o n  I i n  1979-1984. The samples i n  1980 were from t h e  upper  50 m;  
i n  a l l  o t h e r  y e a r s  from bottom-0 m o r  200-0 m. 
S t a g e  1979 1980 1 9 8 1  1982 1983 1984 
75' 76' 75' 76' 73' 74' 75' 76' 74' 75' 76' 74' 75' 76' 75' 76@ 
C11 O 2 0 0 8 0  O O O O O 0  O 0  O O O O 
C111 O 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  O 160 40 160 O O 20 O 968 
CIV 80 800 O O O O O 240 O 240 O 80 20 24 1 6  
CV 0 1 4 0 0  O O O O 20 O 0 O 0  O O O 8 
years and whether it reproduces sueeessfufly in Arctic regions (RUD YAKOV 
1983). In Korsfjorden, western Norway, G ,  hyperboreus was found to develop 
rapidly after spawning in late winter toyeach  stage CIV in May (MATTHEWS 
et al, - 1978), The stage compositions in Table 5 are consistent with such an 
early development . Although based on fairly low numbers , the copepodite 
development seemed to be somewhat more progressed in the cold years 1979 
and 1981 than in 1982 and 1984 (Table 5). This trend is similar to that found 
for - C .  finmarchicus (Fig. 11). 
Pseudocalanus sp . and Metridia longa 
Pseudocalanus sp .  and Metridia longa were the most abundant herbivorous 
c o ~ e ~ o d s  in the s a m ~ l e s  from the Barents Sea after the Calanus SDD. Their 
a A. 
numerical abundances varied considerably among the years , being generally 
low in 1983 and 1984 (Fig. 12), as was the case als0 for C. finmarchicus 
(Fig. 10).  
During sample analysis, stages were grouped as  C1 to CIII and CIV to CV 
and not fur ther  discriminated. This makes a detailed analysis of the 
development in the separate years more difficult than for C .  finmarchicus. 
The use of 375 pm net in 1981 and 1983 (Table 2)  also-complicates the 
interpretation, especially for the smaller Pseudocalanus sp .  A considerable 
proportion of stages CI-I11 could have passed through this net.  The similarity 
between the sample from 76ON in 1981 taken with 180 y m  net and the samples 
from 74O and 75ON taken with 375 y m ne t ,  may indicate, however, that the 
majority of copepodites had by then developed into larger stages that were 
more representatively sampled. A screening test with Metridia longa gave a s  
result that 25% of stage C1 passed 375 p m  mesh. In contrast to the case for 
Pseudocalanus s p , ,  the use of 375 p m  net should therefore not have caused 
any substantial influence on the results for this species. 
The dominant stages of - Pseudocalanus were GIV-V except in 1980 when stages 
1-111 were equally or slightly more abundant. At Weathership M in the 
Norwegian Sea ØSTVEDT (1955) found P .  minutus to develop through to 
stage IV by early June. The stage distrrbutions in Fig. 12a could therefore 
reflect that the development through stages CI-TI1 was in general completed 
by the time the cruises were conducted , However , results from a later cruise 
h 1981 (8-19 August) showed a pronounced inerease in stages GI-111 as  well 
as  in GIV-V (HASSEL 1986)- A similar pronouneed hcrease 111 the younger 
eopepodåte stages was also observed In August 1984 (HASSEL,  LOENG , REU 
and SOLBERG 1984b). Thls late summer Ulerease ån the number of copepodites 
CI-111 
CIV-V 
c VI 
nauplii 
calyptopis C 
furci l ia 
a Pseudocalonus 
b Metr id ia longa 
c Euphans~acea 
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Fig. 12. Abundance (no. of individualsem ) of cope- 
podites of Pseudocalanus cp. (a) and Metridia longa 
(b) and larval stages of krill (c). See legend to 
Fig. 10 for details concerning sampling. 
may represent a second generation of Pseudocalanus sp . However , BSTVEDT 
(1955) observed only a single spawning period for P. minutus in the 
Norwegian Sea. If this is also the case in the Barezts Sea, the stage 
compositions in Fig, 12a are indicative of a fairly late spawning and 
deve1opmen"cor Pseudocalanus . 
Assuming a single generation per year,  we interpret the large proportion of 
adults in 1982 as indicative of late spawning this year (Fig. 12a), which also 
was the year with the least developed Calanus population (Fig. 11). 1980 
seemed to be the year with the earliest develokment of Pseudocalanus sp. 
(Fig. 12a). 
Metridia longa occurred in very low numbers in 1980, 1983 and 1984 
-(Fig. 12b). The development was apparently more progressed in 1979 than in 
1982, which were the only years when the species occurred in moderately 
high abundance, Metridia longa was found to spawn and develop somewhat 
later than Calanus finmarchicus in Balsfjorden in northern Norway (HOPKINS 
et - al. 1984). This seems als0 to be the case in the Barents Sea (Figs 11 og 
12b-y. 
Krill 
Only the juvenile stages of krill are sampled properly w i t h  the Juåay net ,  
Thysanoessa inermis was usually the dominant krill speeies, but - T ,  raschii 
also oeeurred. 
During the coverage 11-12 May 1981. krill eggs and nauplii were predominant 
and few calyptopis or furcilia stages were observed (HASSEL 19861, By the 
end of June 1981, nauplii were no longer found except for low numbers at 
'7CoN, Calyptopis and, to a lesser degree, furcilia were the dominant stages 
(Fig, 1 2 ~ ) -  Reproduetion of Thysanoessa spp, in "Le Barents Sea therefore 
oeeurs in early spring as i tdo6s also h Balsfjorden (HOPMINS e t a l ,  -- 1984). 
The abundanee of Juvenile krill showed a 10-fold range of variation, from a 
low Vi 1979 to highest values h P981 and 4982 (Fig. 1242)- The recruitment of 
krill was least developed in early June 1984 as indieated by the high 
proportion of nauplii and absenee of the fureilla stage (Fig, 12e), The 
development seemed ta be progressively more advanced h early June 1982 and 
6983, late June 1981 and 1980, and earhy July L979 (Fig,  12~)- 
ZOQPLANMTON REPRODUCTION IN RELATION TO SPRING BLOOIM DEVELOPMENT 
The foregoing analysis of spring bloom and zooplankton developments in the 
years 1979-1984 have revealed a variation of about one month in both these 
proeesses among the different years (Table 3 ) -  We now address the questions 
of how the variation in zooplankton development relates to the differences in 
spring bloom development, and how these variations relate to the differences 
in ocean climate. 
Besides the differences in estimated times for the blooms to peak (Table 3), 
there were other qualitative differences in the bloom developments with regard 
to water eolumn stabilization and pyenoeline strength and depth, The degree 
of stability, expressed as the difference in 0 t between 100 m and the 
surfaee, explained much of the variability in bloom development among the 
years (REY - et al, 1987). Stability also explained part of the variation in 
eopepodite development of Calanus (Fig. 13)- Thus the greatest proportion of 
older stages was generally found when stability was high due to meltwater. 
Exceptions to this pattern occurred. The stage index values were higher in 
1983 than in 1984 (Fig. 13), despite the greater stability and further 
developed bloom in the latter year (Figs 8 and 91, 
The nitrate utaization in the upper 100 rn can be used as a measure of bloom 
development , integrating both the tempora1 and vertical aspects (REY - et al. -
1987)- A plot of Calanus stage index values versus amount of nitrate utilized 
shows , however , only a weak relationship (Fig, 14). If one removes the high 
values for 1979 and 1981 there is no relationship for the remaining data 
points. Also there seems to be no eleareut relationship between the normalized 
Galanus stage eomposition, expressed as the dominant copepodite stage in 
mid-June, and the estimated time for peak bloom (Table 3)- Thus, the stage 
develapment was further advaneed during the rather late bloom in 1983 than 
during the earlier bloom in 1984, 
Any striet relationship between Galanus development and the spring bloom 
rernains elusive and is not easily demonstrated by any single measure of bloom 
development , A relationship eould nevertheless exist , being dependent on a 
more eomplex representation of the blooms, To examine this any further would 
require mare extensive extrapolalåon and reconstruetåon of the varåous phases 
sa" blsom development . 
Fig,  13. Relationship between average copepodite 
s tage  index) of Calanus finmarchicus p lus  L 
g l a c i a l i s  and water column s t a b i l i t y  expressed 
a s  d i f ference  i n  temperature between 100 m and 
the  surface  f o r  s t a t i o n s  along sec t ion  I i n  1979- 
1984, F i l l e d  symbols: meltwater, Open symbols: 
thermal s t a b i l i t y ,  Ha l f - f i l l ed  symbol: outer  
extension of coas t a l  water. 
What remains clear is that the reproduction of the dominant herbivores occurs 
early in the spring, in general well in advance of the spring bloom. This is 
similar to the pattern described for C. finmarchicus from the Norwegian Sea 
(OSTVEDT 1955, HALLDAL 1953). 1t-is possible that spawning is influenced 
by phytoplankton growth in an early phase of the bloom development and that 
this to a certain degree fixes the further timing of copepodite development. 
There i s  no clear relationship between the copepodite stage development and 
our estimates of time for the s t a r t o f  the blooms (Table 3 ) ,  This could, 
however , reflect the uncertain nature of these estimates. 
Another source of variation is the temperature dependency of the rates of 
development of nauplii and copepodite stages (RUNGE -- et al. 1985) . According 
to an equation for this dependency based on laboratory rearings of C. 
finmarchicus (RUNGE et al. 1985)d the time from hatchigg to stage CIII wouTd 
be 78 d a s a t  O C, 5rdays at 2 C ,  and 35 days at 5 C. Field observations 
have indicaled times for this development to CIII as  approximately one month 
in the North Sea (KRAUSE and RADACH 1380) and in Korsfjorden 
(MATTHEWS et al. 190) at temperatures of 5-10 C,  and 1; to 2 months in 
Balsfjorden a-acout 3 C (TANDE 1982, HOPKINS - e t a l .  1984). It has been 
suggested that the sueeess of development is reduced at tempera"cres below 
2'6 due to high mortality rate (TANDE pers. comm. ), 
Temperature explained part of the variation in Calanus stage development in 
our data (Fig, 1 5 ) -  The ternperature values used were those of the upper 
mixed Iayer at the time of the cruises. This gives only a very apgroxirnate 
representatåon of the temperature eoradltions during the early development, A 
1 
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Fig. 14. Average copepodite stage number (stage index) of 
Calanus finmarchicus plus h glacialis plotted against 
nitrate utilization (0-100 m) by the spring phytoplankton 
bloom in 1979-1984. 
1 
-2 0 2 4 6 
Temperaturri  ( " C )  
Fig, 15. Relationship between average copepodite stage 
number (stage index) of Calanus finmarchicus plus L 
and temperature of the upper mixed layer at 
the time of coverage of section I (Table 1) in 1979-1984, 
fur ther  difficulty in interpreting the relationship in Fig. 15 lies in the 
interdependency between temperature on one hand and time, stazility 
formation and bloom development on the other. The data point for 76 N in 
1981 is exceptional and noteworthy. The copepodite development here was 
fairly advanced witho CIII as  the predominant stage (Fig. I l ) ,  despite 
temperature below 0 C g 6 .  This suggestc that development of C .  
finmarchicus can take place at very low temperatures, although the abundanye 
of copepodites was considerably lower here than at  higher temperatures 
furmer  south (Fig, 1 0 ) ,  C .  finmarchicus was not separated from C .  glacialis, 
however, and it is thereGre possibg that the latter species coar ibuted  to 
the high stage index value found at 76 N, 
The temperahre isop1e"L diagrams (Figs 4-9) suggest that the early 
development of Calanus In Atlantic water not Inaueneed by meltwater has 
o 
mainly oceurred a t -  temperatures of 2-4 C ,  With the influence of ice melting, 
such as in 1979 and 1981, the "cmperature condillons were assumedfy more 
variable, being very low in the early phase of developmenL Such low 
temperatures could retard the hatching and development of nauplii, thus 
countering the possible effect of earlier spring bloom development under such 
conditions, This could be one reason for the fairly similar level of 
development reached in mid-June in each year,  Except for 1983, the dominant 
stage by that time was estimated to be stage CI or CII (Table 3) ,  There was 
in fact a weak tendency of slightly less advanced development in the cold 
years 1979 and 1981 than in the warmer years (1980, 1982-1984). 
The phytoplankton spring bloom is to a great extent influenced by the 
physical oceanographic conditions and thereby also by the climatic conditions. 
In cold years with extensive ice melting in Atlantic water south of the polar 
f ront ,  stability formation is mainly due to meltwater, This is  examplified by 
the years 1979 and 1981. Sueh stability formation is usually more pronounced 
and occurs earlier than stability formation due to warming of the upper layer . 
The spring bloom is therefore expected to start earlier in the cold years and 
to culminate a month or more prior to the culmination of the blooms in Atlantic 
water in warmer years (Table 3). One might ask which of these conditions are 
more favourable for the development and production of herbivores such a s  
Calanus finmarchicus, The early blooms in cold years might be advantageous 
for maturation and spawning and possibly also for the development of the 
nauplii. However , the- copep~dites  &ay not  reach a slze which ~ l l o w s  them to 
fully utilize the bloom prior to i ts  eulmination. In contrast, the slower bloom 
development in warmer years may be more favourable for copepodite 
development. Assuming that the Norwegian Sea is  the t rue home area of 
Calanus finmarchicus where i ts  ecological properties have been molded through 
-- - 
evolution, one would intuitively believe the development in warmer years to be 
the more favourable for this species. 
One can envisage an alteration from a closely coupled and efficient pelagic 
system in warm years to a system where a greater fraction of the spring 
bloom is left ungrazed to sediment out to the deeper water or benthos in cold 
years. This generalization applies mainly "c the area immediately south of the 
polar front where the variable influence of ice melt is taking place, If we 
turn to our data for Calanus abundance (Fig. l o ) ,  they provide no elear-cut 
support for this hypothesis, Thus the recruitment of Calanus seemed to be 
successful in the cold year 1981, although the highest zooplankton biomass 
(REY et al, 1987) and copepodite numbers oceurred in the warmer years 1980 
- -
and 1982, respectively, The copepodite numbers were, on the other hand, 
very low in the warm years 1983 and 1984, 
Zooplankton abundance and biomass depend perhaps as much on predation as 
on growth and production. Grazing by capelin and other predators is no 
doubt a factor to be reckoned with in order to fully explain variations in 
zooplankton as influenced by climatic conditions . 
Advective transport of plankton is another process which is potentially very 
important. The inflow of Atlantic water from the Norwegian Sea is possibly 
related to elimatie phenomena within the Barents Sea and may oeeur in pulses 
rather than as  a steady flow (MIDTTUN and LOENG 1987)- The population of 
C ,  finmarehieus Ui the Norwegian Sea overwinters mainly below 600 m 
- (ØSTVEDrr 1955, HASSEL - -  et al. 1986). Its ascent to the surfaee layer takes 
plaee in February-Nlareh (@STVEDT 1955). Inflow to the Barents Sea prior to 
this ascent eould introduce water praetically devold of C ,  finmarchicus. 
Computer simulations have shown the number of overwinteriEg females to be 
important for the total produetion (SLAGSTAD 1981, REY - et u al, 1987)- The 
timing of major lnlflow events IPa relation to the seasonal vertlcal distriblatlon 
of C .  finmarchicus could therefore be of great ecologieal significanee for the 
Barents Sea. 
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